The Hierarchical Radiosity Algorithm (HRA) is one of the most efficient sequential algorithms for physically based rendering. Unfortunately, it is hard to implement in parallel. There exist fairly efficient shared-memory implementations but things get worst in a distributed memory (DM) environment. In this paper we examine the structure of the HRA in a graph partitioning setting. Various measurements performed on the task access graph of the HRA indicate the existance of several bottlenecks in a potential DM implementation. We compare "optimal" partitioning results obtained by the partitioning software Metis with a trivial and a spatial partitioning algorithm, and show that the spatial partitioning copes with most of the bottlenecks well.
Introduction
The Hierarchical Radiosity Algorithm (HRA) [14] is a very efficient sequential algorithm for lighting simulations in a diffuse environment. Parallelization, however, causes troubles because the HRA is a dynamic, hierarchical, irregularly structured algorithm, in contrast to full matrix radiosity methods [4] which are regularly structured and therefore better suited to parallel computations (see survey in [18] ). There have been quite successful attempts to implement the HRA on a cache-coherent shared-address-space multicomputer [23] , since the HRA exhibits high fine grained parallelism. But developing a coarse grained parallel algorithm meeting the requirements of a distributed memory (DM) environment is difficult. In fact there are implementations with satisfying results only when using hardly more than eight processors.
In this paper we present a detailed experimental analysis of the HRA and its partitionability. We give quantitative results underpinning "common knowlegde", that HRA is difficult to parallelize. We do this in a graph partitioning setting which is a well-known technique to distribute computations across several processors. Measurements regarding three important issues of a parallel implementation are presented: load balance, communication, and congestion. The results are rated quantitatively and indicate that there exist several bottlenecks. Different graph partitioners are examined with respect to their ability to cope with these bottlenecks. One main finding is that a spatial partitioning method overcomes most of the problems well.
garmann@ls7.cs.uni-dortmund. de We do not perform the measurements on a real parallel implementation. Instead we abstract from several possible techniques of dynamic load balancing and communication reduction by analyzing each radiosity iteration in a static manner. However, as is explained below, this approach does not assume a static partitioning strategy. Instead, it allows conclusions regarding the performance characteristics of any possible real dynamic partitioning method.
Section 2 describes the basic ideas of the HRA. In that description we concentrate on the structure of the algorithm as it is needed in the subsequent sections when analyzing its partitionability. Related DM-implementations of the HRA are discussed in Sect. 3 .
In order to examine the structure of the HRA, in Sect. 4 we split the HRA into different tasks and describe the dependencies between these tasks. The result is a task access graph, amenable to further analysis by graph partitioners. Vertices of the graph are links and elements, while edges exist between links and elements and between elements. Section 5 defines the graph partitioning problem and some measures that characterize a partition. We consider three partitioners: a naive partitioner, a spatial partitioner and an "optimum" partitioner. The optimum partitioner cannot be used in a real implementation, since it needs a priori knowledge of the graph, which itself evolves during computations. We consider the optimum partitioner as a generator of a reference solution.
In Sect. 6 it turns out, that the graph defined so far is very poorly partitionable. Even the best partitioner achieves a cut size of only 85 percent of all edges running across processor boundaries, when partitioning into 16 parts. The reason of this poor behaviour is the overwhelming amount of communication due to visibility computations. Therefore, in Sect. 8, we remove the visibility access edges from the definition of the graph. The resulting task access graphs are better partitionable and allow greater insight in the structure of the HRA.
Sections 7-9 treat the following sources of overhead in a potential parallel implementation of the HRA: load imbalance, communication, and congestion.
In Sect. 7 we see, that the HRA is a very dynamic algorithm. The amount of work changes dramatically from iteration to iteration. We also see that load balancing is strictly necessary, since balance of load is poor, when not accounting for load balance at all. But, the changes in the balance of load are relatively small. Hence, one could guess that load balancing in early iterations pays off in later iterations. An important result of Sect. 7 is that load balancing amortizes, which is confirmed by load continuity matrices. These relate overloaded processor sets of different iterations to each other. Section 8 presents measured data on the cut size, the connectivity balance, and the load balance for different partitioners. A result is that all partitioners do not achieve satisfying partitions. Metis produces fairly well load balanced partitions with the best cut sizes among all partitioners, but with a poor communication balance. The spatial partitioner achieves excellent load balance, good communication balance and bad cut size. The spatial partitioner is much faster than Metis, and therefore might be the better choice. This is confirmed in the following Sect. 9, where we examine the important aspect of congestion. The number of channels between processor pairs that is used in the HRA is much larger than the number of available channels in scalable supercomputers, which may lead to congestion. Moreover the channel usage is unevenly dis-tributed across the available channels. We discuss this issue based on a new measure, the channel usage.
A short Sect. 10 takes a look at graphs from other domains and shows that these graphs are much better partitionable than the HRA graphs.
The Hierarchical Radiosity Algorithm
Radiosity is used in computer graphics to solve for the illumination in an environment. The goal is to compute the radiosity function B by the following radiosity equation: By = Bey + Z S kx; yBxdx: (1) See [4, 21] for a derivation of the radiosity equation from physics.
The hierarchical radiosity algorithm of Hanrahan et al. [14] solves the radiosity equation using a finite element approach. The radiosity equation is transformed into the linear equation system bi = ei + X kijbj; 8i:
The coefficients bi; e i and kij represent a discrete approximation of B;Be and k by constant basis functions.
All radiosity algorithms have roughly two components. These can be described by setting up the equations (i. e., computing the entries of the linear system) and solving the linear system. The latter typically invokes some iterative solution scheme. First, we focus on the aspect of setting up the equations.
Setting up the Equations. Hierarchical radiosity considers the possible set of interactions in a recursive enumeration scheme. Every transport (i. e., every surface interacting with other surfaces) is accounted for once and only once. The following procedure is called for every input surface with every other input surface as a second argument [20] Transport(Element i, Element j):
error= Oracle(i,j);
For all children i.c: Transport(i.c, j); else Subdivide(j); For all children j.c: Transport(i, j.c);
First we call a function Oracle, which estimates the error across a proposed link between elements i and j. If this estimated error satisfies the predicate Acceptable, the elements i and j are linked by computing the pertaining coefficient of the kernel. Resource limitations may require us to terminate the recursion even if the error is not acceptable yet. This predicate is evaluated by RecursionLimit. If the error is too high we recur by subdividing. PreferredSubdivision determines the element to be subdivided. Then a recursive call is initiated on the child interactions which arise from splitting one of the parent elements (Subdivide). Of course splitting takes place only, if the element is not split already.
Solving. In this paper we use a shooting approach similar to that described in [24] . If the error is found acceptable, the following procedure calculates the kernel coefficient kij and shoots radiosity from element j to irradiance at element i:
k= Kernel(i, j);
This function corresponds to the matrix-vector multiply in an iterative solver.
We still need functions Push and Pull to consolidate the irradiance computed at different levels of the element hierarchy. Irradiance of a parent in the hierarchy is added to the children on a downward pass (Push):
For all children i.c Irradiance(i.c) += Irradiance(i); Push(i.c);
At the leaves the irradiance is converted to radiosity by calculating the reflection. On an upward pass (Pull) the radiosity at a parent is calculated as the area average of the radiosity of the children:
For all children i.c Pull(i.c); Radiosity(i)= AverageRadiosity(i.children);
Clustering. Computation time can be saved by recognizing that the transport coefficients between surfaces in far distant object clusters do not vary significantly. By clustering objects together and establishing transport links between pairs of object clusters instead of pairs of individual surfaces we represent all individual transports by a single average transport coefficient. A hierarchy of clusters can be used to coarsely approximate the radiosity function in 3D space.
In the formulation of the complete algorithm we assume the existance of a cluster hierarchy rooted at an element called root. Then the iterative hierarchical algorithm can be described as follows [24] :
while (not converged) Pull(root) Transport(root, root) Push(root)
Implementations of HRA on DM Architectures
The probably first DM-implementation of the HRA was undertaken by Carter [2] on an nCube 2. Singh et al. [23] report briefly on "exercises in frustration" when implementing a message passing HRA on an Intel iPSC/860, whose implementation is described in [22] in greater detail. Bohn et al. [1] described an implementation on a CM5. Zareski [26] had bad experiences with a PVM implementation on an IBM SP-1. Funkhouser [8] and Fellner et al. [7] described implementations for a network of workstations (NOW). The implementations [26, 8, 7] follow a master-slave approach, [2, 22, 1] are in SPMD style (single program multi data) with no dedicated master process, which could potentially limit scalability. In a DM implementation of the HRA there are basically three problems to be solved. First, tasks need to be distributed such that each processor gets an equal amount of work (functional parallelism). Second, data needs to be partitioned such that local memories are utilized in a balanced way (data parallelism). And third, communication should be low, both by clever data/function parallelism and by reuse of communicated data using caching techniques and temporal locality. We now discuss solutions to these aspects found in the above implementations.
Functional Parallelism. In radiosity algorithms the overwhelming part (about 90%) of the calculation are formfactor calculations. In [26, 7] only these formfactor/visibility calculations are distributed among a couple of slaves while performing the solution part of the HRA serially on a master. The speedup of such approaches never will exceed 10. The other implementations also distribute tasks of the solution part among processors. Funkhouser's approach is something in the middle, since his group iterative solver performs several solution steps on the slaves; only a few solution tasks are performed serially on the master by merging slave solutions together.
In order to achieve functional balance in the master-slave approaches a scheduling problem has to be solved, while in the SPMD style implementations load balancing must be performed. Funkhouser [8] achieves functional balance by combining the techniques of a first-fit-scheduler and of a scheduler aiming at small changes in the working set of a slave. Fellner et al. [7] use a simple FCFS-scheduler. Singh [22] used a demand driven load balancing approach (task stealing), but did not get satisfying results for a DM environment. The implementations [1, 2] assume that large data items are associated with complex tasks and that functional balance is good if data balance is.
Data Parallelism. The large data structures in the HRA are an element hierarchy, a tree containing geometry data for visibility calculations (which may or may not be distinct from the element hierarchy), and a set of links.
In all above implementations the visibility-tree is distinct from the element hierarchy. We may replicate all geometry on each local memory [2, 22, 1, 7] , since this data is much smaller than the remaining data structures. Zareski [26] tried to partition the visibility data structure, which led to so large communication overhead that no speedup resulted at all. In [8] so-called working sets are loaded to each slave, which contain all geometry that is potentially visible from a given target group of elements. In scenes with dense visibility graphs this strategy will reduce to the "replicate-all-geometry" approach.
The element and link data structures are mapped permanently to processors only in the SPMD style implementations [2, 22, 1] . The master-slave programs assign elements and links temporarily to processors during scheduling. In [2] data balance was achieved by randomly shuffling links between processors periodically. In [1] all data/tasks were represented by a undirected graph. On this graph the graph partitioning problem was solved by simulated annealing, thereby reducing communication and maintaining data balance.
Reducing Communication By Clever Partitioning. One important point is to reduce and to balance the communicated data per processor. But structuring communication to few communication channels (see Sect. 9) should also be done in order to reduce the chance of congestion. In Carter's approach [2] element hierarchies were decomposed such that subtrees below some fixed level were mapped entirely to the same processor, which leads to low communication during the push and pull phases. Links were mapped irregularly and independently of elements. Link refinement showed scalable behaviour, but during shooting the communication time exceeded by far computation time. This was mainly due to the high volume random-all-to-all communication structure, which originates from the irregular partitioning of links.
Bohn et al. [1] used the general graph partitioning principle, which can reduce the communication overhead while maintaining functional and/or data balance. Both the overhead of the graph partitioner and the unstructured communication pattern reduced the efficiency of this approach significantly. Singh [22] used unidirectional links that are indivisibly coupled with their source element. The elements themselves are distributed randomly. Hence, as all the other implementations, also this approach ignores the aspects of structured communication and congestion.
Reducing Communication By Reuse. Singh [22] discusses two caching approaches. "Local quadtrees" creates huge caches for all elements needed during a single iteration and exchanges element data only between iterations. In this approach cached data is likely to be outdated, when used late inside an iteration. "Global quadtrees" manages smaller and more up-to-date caches. A disadvantage of this approach is that messages are communicated at a much finer granularity. Even worse, in [2, 1] every link task that needs remote element data sends individual request messages. Hence, remote element data is cached only during the calculations regarding a single link. The data is not reused. Funkhouser [8] reduces communication by carefully scheduling element groups to slaves, such that working sets change only slightly. As a result data downloaded once may be used for several target groups.
We may conclude from the above discussion that up to now there are no clearly perferable techniques that make up a good and largely scalable DM implementation of HRA. Caching techniques and high quality functional load balancing seem to be important. Also a well devised partitioning strategy that prevents many communications alone by its structure is required. Because of missing consensus about these questions, in this paper we analyze HRA on a more abstract level.
Parallelism and Communication Structure of the HRA
We will examine the communication structure of the HRA by defining a graph, whose vertices and egdes describe tasks and task dependencies. We identify the following distinct tasks performed during the HRA: Oracle: Use data of two associated elements to estimate the error across an interaction (Oracle). Detect bottom of recursion (RecursionLimit). Check the size of the elements (PreferredSubdivision). Subdivide: Subdivide an element. Kernel: Calculate a high quality approximation of a transport coefficient between two elements. Shoot: Sum up a contribution from one element to another element. This task writes data to an element in contrast to the previous two tasks, that read only element data. Reflect: Calculate radiosity from irradiance at an element. PushPull: Propagate irradiance/radiosity through the element hierarchy from a parent to its children and back.
An additional task may be identified, that is hidden in the tasks Oracle and/or Kernel, but should be considered separately because of its large communication demands (see below): Visibility: Estimate and/or calculate the visibility between two elements.
In the HRA we basically manipulate two data structures: elements and links. Links need not be stored explicitly, but usually exist as temporary containers of visibility and other useful information regarding two connected elements. We can naturally map the above tasks to these data structures in a manner that maximizes locality, i. e. we map a task to the data structure where most of the data needed by the task is located. The tasks Oracle, Kernel, Shoot, and Visibility are mapped to the corresponding link. The tasks PushPull and Subdivide are mapped to the corresponding parent element. Reflect is mapped to the corresponding leaf element.
Of course this mapping does not eliminate the need for communication between the tasks. Oracle for instance needs to access the data of the associated elements. PushPull communicates with the PushPull task of the children and with that of the parent. Even worse, Visibility may need to access a large part of the geometry, resulting in communication with many element tasks. Only Reflect is purely local to its element data.
We will subsume the tasks Oracle, Kernel, Shoot, and Visibility in a super-task called Link-Task. The tasks PushPull, Subdivide, Reflect are pooled in an Element-Task. Each vertex of the task graph to be defined consists of a data structure and its associated task. The data structure represents either a single element or a single link. The vertices of the graph are classified into element and link vertices. The vertices each get two weights. Element vertices get the weight tuple (0,1), and links the weight (1,0). This allows load balancing of both elements and links simultaneously, as is discussed in greater detail below.
Edges between vertices exist in case of dependencies between tasks, i. e. either between links and elements or between elements. Everytime when one of the following actions occurs, a corresponding edge weight is increased by 1:
Pull(i.c): increase weight of edge between element i and child element "i.c". Oracle(i,j), Kernel(i,j): increase two edge weights between the link vertex (i,j) and the element vertices i and j. Additionally increase the edge weights between the link vertex (i,j) and all elements, that are visited during visibility calculations. When using the cluster hierarchy for visibility calculations, usually not all primitives need to be checked, if they block the transport between i and j. Subdivide(i): increase the edge weights between i and its child elements. Shoot(i,j,k): increase two edge weights between the link vertex (i,j) and the element vertices i and j. Push(i.c): increase edge weight between element i and child element "i.c".
We define a single graph for each iteration of the HRA. Below we will describe, how to statically partition each of these graphs separately using a graph partitioner. A real parallel implementation of the HRA of course lacks a priori knowledge of these graphs and therefore would have to employ other more dynamic partitioning strategies. Nevertheless considering the static partitions is useful. Any potential parallel implementation, which performs one of the standard iteration methods, such as Jacobi or Gauss Seidel, must synchronize all processors between two iterations. Hence, any sophisticated dynamic load balancing and communication reduction strategy of any potential parallel program cannot schedule tasks or communication from iteration k to another iteration l 6 = k 1 . By analyzing the graph of an iteration, we get something like a "lower bound" on the load imbalance and on the communication, which must be treated by any parallel program.
As mentioned above, we are interested in a DM-implementation of the HRA. Distributed memory machines -especially when programmed in the message passing paradigm -show large differences between latencies of local and remote memory accesses. Hence, only coarse grained parallel computations are expected to scale well when the number of processors is increased.
The HRA exhibits high fine grained parallelism both on the link and on the element level. E. g. each Oracle task inside one iteration loop can be performed independent of each other, if the data of the associated elements is available. Also the order of task execution inside an interation loop is almost arbitrary, except that at the beginning of a loop a few high level links need to be processed sequentially until there are enough links on a deeper level of the hierarchy, that can be processed in parallel.
Unfortunately, due to its very dynamic nature, it is not easy to partition the computation into large, equally complex blocks, which would be necessary to achieve a balanced, coarse grained parallel algorithm. In the following we have a look at the general graph partitioning problem and present some measures that characterize a given partition. This will help us to examine the partitionability of the HRA. 1 All statements remain valid for group-iterative methods (even though weakened), since in such methods scheduling is possible within a fixed range of iterations fk ; : : : ; k + cg but not beyond.
Graph Partitioning
Let G = V;E denote a graph with vertices V = fv0; : : : ; v n,1g and undirected edges E = fe0; : : : ; e m,1g. The major characteristics of a partition are its balance and its cut size.
The load balance of the partition is an h-tuple:
The partition is load balanced, if lb = 1 ; : : : ; 1.
The cut size of the partition is the weight of all edges running across partition boundaries, i. e.: cs = X fv;wg2E;v6 =w Wfv;wg :
The task of the partitioning problem is, to find a balanced partition that minimizes the cut size. Since this problem is NP-complete [9] , heuristics are used to compute a fairly balanced partition with a cut size as low as possible. Software packages [15, 25, 16, 19] are available, that perform this task reasonably fast.
We consider the partitioning problem, because a solution of this problem applied to the task graph described in Sect. 4, allows us to assign tasks to processors, while minimizing the communication between the processors. Unfortunately, the partitioning problem does not consider all sources of overhead in a parallel computation. For instance, a balanced partition does equally distribute the computational load across the processors, but does not at all guarantee an evenly balanced distribution of communication load. In order to measure the balance of communication load we define the connectivity of one part Vj V of a partition: connVj = X fv;wg2E;v6 =w;j2fv;wg Wfv;wg :
The connectivity balance of a partition is:
A perfectly connectivity-balanced partition satisfies cb = 1 .
Another source of overhead in a parallel implementation is congestion. Congestion may arise on low bandwidth, incomplete communication networks, when the communication load is not distributed equally across the available communication channels. We discuss congestion in more detail in Sect. 9 below.
In this work we will concentrate on three partitioning methods: Metis Partitioner: The program Metis [16] is a graph partitioner, which employs sophisticated multilevel algorithms producing high-quality partitions for a large variety of graphs. As mentioned above this partitioner cannot be used in a real implementation, since it requires a priori knowledge of the whole graph.
Naive Partitioner (NP): This partitioner randomly assigns vertices to partitions, without considering load balance and the reduction in cut size. The algorithm is simple: for each vertex, assign the NP is used as a "lower benchmark". Metis is considered to produce partitions near the optimum -or near the best solution achievable in reasonable computation time -i. e. this solution is used as an "upper benchmark". We will show that the difference between the lower and upper benchmarks is small, indicating that the HRA is poorly partitionable.
In a parallel DM-implementation of the HRA the book-keeping of remote objects is an important issue. A partitioning of the "spatial" type is completely described by a short directory representation that can be replicated on every processor. This fact was utilized before in parallel raytracing algorithms (e. g. [3] ). A Metis partition may be very unorganized, such that there does not exist a short directory-like description of the partition. Ghost objects need to be held on many processors leading to increased book-keeping time and memory consumption. Hence, we would clearly prefer a simple SP, if its quality is nearly as high as Metis.
A First Experiment
In this section we want you to get a first feeling how the graphs of the HRA look like and how well they are partitionable. Let us consider a simple 3D scene depicted in Fig. 1 , which consists of a room with four open doors and with a table and four chairs inside. The scene is lit by a single light source on the ceiling. All 410 primitives are rectangles.
We applied the HRA and counted all task to task accesses during runtime. We get different task access graphs G room k from iteration to iteration, where k denotes the iteration. First we have a closer look at the graph G room 1 during the first iteration (see Table 1 ). The graph has got 14,107 vertices, where the portion of link vertices is an overwhelming 96 percent. The number of edges is 604,541. A complete graph would have about 99.5 million edges. Hence the adjacency matrix of our graph has only 0.6 percent nonzeroes, i. e. our graph is sparse. Wfv;wg :
The vertex degree in the graph G room 1 varies in a broad range from 2 to 3,827. The vertex with the largest degree of 3,827 is the root cluster. The next smaller vertex degree found in the graph is only 1,578 (not listed in the table). The average degree is 86.9. The relatively large degree of the root cluster element vertex means a communication hot spot in a potential parallel implementation.
The maximum degree of links is 443. This means, that there are link tasks, that need to access a large portion ( 443 561 =79%) of the elements. Most of these accesses are for visibility computations. Of course this is mainly due to the "one-room-character" of the scene, where almost every surface sees all other surfaces.
In [12] we give data for the graph of the third iteration. This iteration is one of the computationally most complex iterations in terms of the number of processed links. In the graph we basically rediscover the same features as in the graph of the first iteration. The main difference is its increased size (27K vertices -4M edges). Now, we examine the partitionability of the graph. A run of Metis 4.0 that partitioned the graph G room 1 into 16 partitions needed 41 seconds on an Intel Pentium II, 333 MHz, running Linux. The resulting partition (see Table 2 ) is well load balanced, and also the connectivity balance is not too bad. (Metis 4.0 includes heuristics for achieving a good connectivity balance.)
The cutsize is expressed as the relative cut size in the table, that relates the cut size to the total edge weight:
The relative cut size of the Metis partition is large (85%), especially when compared to the relative cut size that can be achieved by NP (93.8%).
NP behaves as expected. Since vertices are assigned randomly to processors, the probability that an edge runs across processor boundaries is p,1 p . The measured relative cut size in Table 2 Things get worse, when looking at the 128-way-partitions (Table 2 bottom). The difference between the naive solution and Metis at the cut size is marginal.
We may learn a first lesson from the above data. Using sophisticated graph partitioners for the HRA is overkill, since the task access graph is poorly partitionable. The difference between a naive solution and the one obtained by Metis is small. Metis consumes multiple more runtime than the simpler naive or spatial approaches. Hence, using one of the simpler strategies may be indicated.
Measuring Load Balance
In this section we will examine the load balance of the HRA. We do not really load balance the application. Instead we measure the maximum load imbalance that occurs, when we do not care about load balance at all. All measurements were done on an Intel Pentium II (333 Mhz) running Linux.
Since the one room scene is small with relatively little occlusion,
we did experiments with a larger scene, which consists of 3 3
replicates of the one room scene. One can look from one room into another through open doors. Most of the results in this paper are for the nine room scene. More data on the 1-room-scene is available in [12] . First, let us look at the total time consumption of the algorithm executed on a single processor from iteration to iteration. Figure 2 shows the time per iteration needed during link refinement and transports. The time for the push and pull stages is neglected, because it is less than one percent of the total time in every iteration. The runtime rapidly increases in the first three iterations and then decreases gradually until it gets nearly zero in the 22nd iteration. We may safely state, that the HRA is a very dynamic algorithm. But, fortunately, it is not really unpredictable, as is shown in the following.
In the following we will analyze a run of the HRA on a hypo- thetical multi-processor system by simulation on a one-processor system. Each executed task contributes to the runtime of the processor that owns the task. We assume an initial, not necessarily balanced, partitioning of the vertices of the task access graph to p processors. In each iteration k we measure the total time t k i , spent by tasks that are owned by processor i. Each processor i performs its own tasks one after another. Sometimes the processing of a task (vertex) v may involve the generation of a new task u, for instance when a link or an element is subdivided. The new task u may be seen as an increase of complexity of task v. The load of the processor, owning v is increased by the complexity of u. Hence, we should assign the new vertex u to this processor, in order not to bias the measurements t k i of processor i.
As the initial partitioning of the vertices we use a not necessarily balanced distribution of vertices, since we do not know the whole graph in advance. For instance at the beginning there exists only one self link at the root cluster element. All other link tasks are recursively generated from this single link. Also, elements are generated on the fly by subdivision. Of course, we could start from a balanced partitioning of those vertices, that are known from the beginning. But this would maybe falsify the load balance measurements during runtime.
We decided to assign the tasks to the processors once at the beginning based on their associated locations as they were defined for SP in Sect. 5. Each processor owns an equally sized region of all tasks. For the sake of measuring runtime without employing a load balancer -which is the aim of this section -these regions remain fixed for the whole run of the HRA. A newly generated task u (a sublink or subelement) has a predefined location, which is close to that of the generating task v. Hence it is likely, that the processor owning v also gets the additional load of task u.
The load balance of the algorithm during runtime is measured independently in each single iteration. This is necessary because in a parallel implementation after each iteration usually a synchronization between all processors takes place. We define the load balance lb k in iteration k analogously to the load balance of a graph: lb k = p max 0ip,1 t k i P 0ip,1 t k i : Figure 3 shows the load balance for p = 1 6 and for p = 128 processors in the 9-room-scene. Load imbalance is high all the time.
In this scene we absolutely need a load balancer. But, the balance changes are not dramatic (Remember, absolute load changes are dramatic at least in early iterations, see Fig. 2 .) A question arises whether the overloaded processors of the early iterations are overloaded in later iterations, too. In such a situation load mostly stays where it was put at the beginning. We characterize this fact by measuring the load continuity. When load continuity is high, then rebalancing the load in early iterations will amortize in later iterations. This is especially important, since rebalancing in 00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00   1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00   1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00   1.00 0.94 0.94 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98   1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00   1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00   1.00 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98   1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00   1.00 1.00 1.00 1 In order to analyze load continuity we consider an upperportion ( 2 0; 1 ) of all processors, i. e. P k f 0; : : : ; p, 1g, jP k j = p, which contains the indices of the maximum loaded processors (the hot spot processors) in the k-th iteration. We want to examine, whether these processors are also overloaded in later iterations l k . One possible measure for load continuity would be the size of the intersection set P k P l . If this intersection set contains many processor indices, then there was only little change among the hot spot processors. There are cases however, where this measure is not exact enough. If for example the processors P k , P k P l , which are not contained in the intersection set, are totally idle in iteration l, then we have a much worse load continuity than in the case, that these processors are relatively busy in iteration l (e. g. if they are contained in P l 2 ). Hence, the measure should also include the load t l i for processors i 2 P k .
To overcome these troubles we define the following load continuity matrix, which includes loads in iteration l:
The quotient M kl is large if the hot spot processors of iteration k are also overloaded in iteration l. For experimental analysis, we set = 0 :1, i. e. we are interested in the mostly overloaded 10 percent of all processors. One resulting matrix is listed in Fig. 4 . On 16 processors the load situation can be divided into two phases. In the first iteration, those processors are overloaded, that are concerned with transporting light from the light sources to other surfaces. These processors are less busy in the second phase (starting at iteration 2). In the second phase there seems to be a relatively fixed set of processors, that are overloaded in each of the following iterations. The whole load continuity matrix looks uniform, which means that load balancing is likely to pay off in later iterations. For the one-room-scene and for other iterations / other processor number the situation is similar as in Fig. 4 [12] .
Measuring Communication
In Sect. 6 we experimented with different partitioners on the task access graph of a single room scene. The large number of accesses to the root cluster element vertex is one important reason that all partitioners generated solutions with large cut size. Visibility tasks are responsible for most of the communication.
When calculating visibility on a distributed scene geometry naively by sending individual messages for each link, we cannot hope a parallel implementation of the HRA to show up scalable behaviour. Caching replicates of geometries in local memories for instance could be employed to reduce the communication requirements. Here we consider the extreme case, where all geometry data is cached in all local memories once, and these data will never be destroyed. This completely eliminates the need for communication for the visibility tasks. The replicated data is only a small fraction of the total data, since it only includes geometry of the top level surface elements. In the rest of this paper we consider the task access graph without visibility accesses. We denote such graphs by the letter H. These graphs will allow a greater insight into the structure of the HRA beyond visibility computations.
In Table 3 the characteristic data of the task access graph H room 1 is shown. The graph has got the same number of vertices as G room 1 (see Table 1 ). The number of edges instead is greatly reduced from 604,541 to 27,507. Also the hot spot problem is alleviated, since the maximum vertex degree now only is 578.
When partitioning the graph H room 1 we get much better results than for the graph G room 1 with Metis and SP (see Table 4 ). Nevertheless, the cut size is high for both partitioners, especially when compared to cut sizes that could be achieved on graphs from other domains (see Sect. 10). The runtime of Metis is moderate for H room 1 , but it gets large for the nine room scene [12] (up to 358 seconds).
Because of the large amount of measured data, we present diagrams for the load balance, the communication balance and the cut size. We start with the relative cut size for the nine room scene in the first and in the third iteration for varying processor numbers. Data for the one room scene is deposited in [12] because of space limitations. Figure 5 shows the results. Metis generates significantly better partitions than SP. When p is increased, all cutsizes increase. SP's cut sizes approach that of NP for large processor numbers.
The load balance of the link vertices is good for small processor sets (Fig. 6) . We did not include the load balance of element vertices, because the influence of element task processing on the total runtime is only marginal. For large p the number of vertices per processor gets too small to achieve a good load balance with Metis. Nevertheless, the spatial partitions are very well load balanced even for large p.
The connectivity balance of the above scenes and iterations is compiled in Fig. 7 . The connectivity balance in the first iteration is worse than in the third. Metis produces the worst balance, while SP achieves better balances. NP distributes partition connectivity evenly, too.
In summary, Metis produces fairly well load balanced partitions, whose communication balance is bad and whose cut size is excellent. SP produces excellent load balance and good communication balance, while the cut size is bad for large p.
We examine the combined effect of communication balance and cut size by considering the maximum per vertex remote connectiv- The absolute value of mvc is large. On the average there is no task, that needs not communicate with other processors. In fact, many tasks communicate several times across processor boundaries.
Other applications, such as finite element methods defined on a planar graph, are often partitioned using a geometrically oriented domain decomposition method. Then only the "boundary vertices" need to communicate to remote processors, leading to mvc values that are significantly smaller than 1. Viewed this way, the HRA is worse partitionable than other applications. Of course, this is mainly due to the fact that the lines of sight between every pair of surfaces are potentially unblocked.
Measuring Congestion
Congestion occurs in a parallel environment, if the bandwidth of the network N connecting p processors is too low to process injected data just in time. In the previous section we demonstrated that the total communication volume of the HRA is large. Hence, we need a network N with high bandwidth.
Scalable supercomputers dispose of incomplete networks. Each processor can directly communicate with every other processor, but if all processors communicate at once, congestion will occur, because communication links are shared between processors.
The chance of congestion depends on the specific network topology in use. For instance a network consisting of a single shared bus connecting all processors is highly prone to congestion. Conversely more expensive networks, such as a butterfly network, reduce the and third (right) iteration.
probability of congestion. Since we do not want to concentrate on a specific network topology, we simply characterize a network N by its maximum number of (hyper-)edges, denoted by eN.
A bus topology has only one single edge, i. e. only one pair of processors can communicate at a time without interfering any other communicating processors. A d-dimensional hypercube with p = 2 d processors has 1 2 p log p edges. In a wrap-around-connected mesh each processor has four neighbouring processors; the total number of edges therefore is 2p. A wrapped butterfly network has p = d2 d nodes and 2p = d2 d+1 edges [17] . Also other multistage networks, such as cube-connected-cycles, shuffle-exchange, and de-Brujin, have an edge number that is linear in the number of nodes.
Usually a processor executes tasks that communicate with tasks on different remote processors. In the worst case, a processor must communicate with all other p , 1 processors. We will use the term channel to describe a pair of indices of potentially communicating processors fi; jg. A multicomputer of p processors has 1 2 pp , 1 channels. Some of these channels may be unused.
An application that communicates over all 1 2 pp , 1 channels is highly prone to congestion, since the interconnection network N provides significantly less independent channels. In a locally communicating application, every processor communicates to only a small subset of all processors. In such applications the number of used channels is only a small fraction of all channels. We will count the number of different channels, that are used by a given partition of a task access graph. The channel cut size of a given channel fi; jg, i; j 2 f 0; : : : ; p, 1g, i 6 = j, is defined as as: ccsij = X fv;wg2E;v=i;w=j Wfv;wg :
The channel cut size is the weight of all edges running between two given parts of a partition. If the channel cut size is zero, then the channel is not used by the task access graph at all. We define the channel usage of a partition as the number of channels with nonzero channel cut size: cu = jffi;jg : ccsij 6 = 0 gj :
The number of channels cu is desired not significantly larger than the number of available edges eN of a network. Otherwise, there is a high probability of congestion in the network N. Since we want to abstract from a particular network topology, we assume a network N, where the number of edges is linear in p, i. e. eN = p. This is a resonable assumption for a scalable network N. . and NP increase rapidly. This means that the probability of congestion is very high for large processor numbers. SP produces partitions that exploit locality in the graph. Hence, the number of channels used per processor does not grow that dramatic as for the other partitioners. Nevertheless, the curves increase, which means an increased chance of congestion. When comparing the absolute values, we see that in the third iteration the channels are a bit more overused than in the first iteration.
Finally we are going to analyze the bandwidth requirements of the HRA. We therefore relate the maximum per vertex remote connectivity to the average runtime spent on each task. Let p = 512 -the highest number of processors in the diagrams. We examine the Metis partition for the nine room scene in the third iteration in more detail. The maximum per vertex remote connectivity for this iteration is mvc = 1 6 :6 (Fig. 8 right) , i. e. every task handles 16.6 messages on the average in the third iteration. The total runtime is approx. 6,900 seconds (Fig. 2) in the third iteration. The total vertex weight is WV = 428; 317 [12] . Hence, we have a runtime Individually sending these 1,031 messages per second would result in large startup overhead. Consider for example the CM-5 machine with a startup time of 90s [5] . Then about 93 milliseconds are spent on startup overheads per second of useful computations. This assumes zero latency and no congestion in the network. But, very probably there will be congestion.
Hence, message bundling is strictly necessary. A single processor communicates with 213 other processors on the average during the third iteration (Fig. 9 right) . Every individual processor (p = 512) spends at least 
Graphs from Other Domains
In previous sections we discovered, that Metis generates partitions with relatively large cut sizes. In order to relate these cut sizes to those that could be achieved on other graphs, we consider here two graphs from other domains.
AIRFOIL1
: A 2D unstructured finite element mesh. 4,253 vertices -12,289 edges [13] .
BCSSTK30 : Stiffness matrix from a statics model of an off-shore generator platform. 28,924 vertices -1,007,284 edges [6] . Table 5 shows the partitioning results obtained with Metis for p 2 f16;128g. The runtime is very fast. The relative cut sizes are much better than for the HRA graphs in Table 4 . Hence, we may conclude, that the HRA is worse partitionable than other "standard" problems.
This work confirms in a quantitative approach that the HRA is poorly partitionable. We showed that a simple spatial partitioning method achieves results comparable to those of a costly graph partitioner like Metis. The situation is very bad when incorporating visibility accesses from links to elements into the graph. Most results in this work hence concern the case, where visibility tasks are assumed to be performed locally without communication.
The HRA is a very dynamic algorithm. But, as shown by the load continuity matrices, it is worth spending time on load balancing, since it is likely, that this effort pays off in later iterations.
The total communication volume (cut size) of the HRA cannot be reduced arbitrarily, even if it were possible to use a costly graph partitioner such as Metis. A partitioner must take into account load balance and communication balance while reducing the cut size. The load balance is best for SP. The maximum per vertex remote connectivity plots (Fig. 8) summarize the communication overhead and show, that the Metis partitions are not much better than the spatial partitions. But calculation of Metis partitions would be much more time consuming. The congestion plots ultimately suggest the use of SP because of a much smaller chance of congestion.
An important practical advantage of SP is that it avoids usage of ghost objects for book-keeping purposes (end of Sect. 5).
The author thanks Heinrich Müller for fruitful discussions.
